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J 
im attended Harvard for a BS in 
physics and the U. of Chicago for a 
PhD in geophysical sciences.  He 

spent most of his career locally, at Hans-
com, researching radar for observing and 
predicting weather.  Part of that work was 
at the Kwajalein Atoll test range in the Pa-
cific, using radar to assess local weather 
preparatory to arrival of reentering RVs.  
The latter were deployed from test-fired 
Air Force ICBMs. 

 
Jim wowed us with his love of trains and 
presented slides of his train trip across 
America, from Boston to Portland, Oregon. 
More than that, he opened our eyes to the 
beauty of the United States, as viewed from 

the perspective of a train enthusiast with a 
knack for photography.  
Jim started his love affair with the rails 

when he was only 4, and he obviously 
knows more about trains and train travel 
than the time allowed.  To begin such a 
trip, he was well-prepared with an atlas 

Continued on Page 2 
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Reporter: Al Cefalo   

INSIDE THIS  ISSUE:  

October Meeting Minutes 
Ship’s Bell Rang at 10:00 AM  

Reporter: Bill Beebee 

C 
hris Hammer called the meeting to 

order and requested that cell phones 

be silenced. 

 

Chris led members in The Pledge of Alle-

giance, followed by the singing of "The Star 

Spangled Banner", accompanied by Ken 

Watson on the piano. 

 

 

New Members: 

 

Nick Veeder introduced the new members: 

Matt Leupold and Trey Burns. 

 

Visitors: 

Nick then called-out the visitor hosts, who 

announced their guests.  Larry Vifquain 

Jim presenting his slides at the RMA 
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Speaker — Continued 

and various books (see below).  But he already had a 
wealth of knowledge of the various train lines and facil-
ities at the various stops, having developed his interest 
from that early age and having crossed the country by 
train before. 

 
Starting out, he passed through towns well known to us, 

such as Framingham, Worcester, Palmer, and Springfield, 

but what was really interesting was the little details that 

most of us did not know. For example, the early trains 

needed a “helper” locomotive to get over summits, and 

some stone arch bridges constructed in the early 1800’s are 

not only still standing but are also still in use by the rail-

roads.  

 

 

In addition, some of the old train stations and “towers” are 

still in use; some have been re-modeled, updated and given 

new life; and Jim introduced us to his personal humor 

when he discussed the AMShack station. 

 

   

 

An interesting aspect of the trip is that from the wooded 

hills of the Eastern States, through the flatlands of the Mid-

West and Western States and the Rocky Mountains, the 

railroads followed the rivers.  This is for reasons obvious to 

people years ago, when river travel was much easier than 

overland, but how many of us have ever spent any time 

travelling on a river, never mind seeing and crossing it?  

(Writer's Note:  Sorry, folks but I lost count as to how 

many rivers Jim crossed on this trip!) 

 

As noted earlier, Jim’s interest in photography allowed us 

to see our Country from a rail-traveler vantage point and 

the next picture gives us a sense of the beauty as seen from 

the rails. 

 

 

 

His final destination was Union Station Portland, but it 

seems that this will not be his final trip by rail. 

 

 

 

(Writer's Note: Not being versed in things railroad-related 

and having only experienced our local commuter system 

and the Long Island railroad, I was surprised by the fact 

that, for much of the trip, there was only one set of tracks 

and that in certain areas freight trains were shunted off to 

the side so the passenger train could pass! One wonders 

how many trains collided before the shunt lines and com-

munication systems were installed??) 
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introduced Dan Varrico, retired after leading several small 

businesses that included an insurance brokerage.  Jim 

Metcalf introduced Curt Schubert, a Raytheon retiree.  

Don Sherman introduced Murray Awrach, a retired perio-

dontics dentist who is currently a professor at Tufts. 

            

Travelers: 

 

Nick Veeder introduced the following RMA travelers, 

who told their stories - 

 

Nick, himself, enjoyed a Tauck Cruise of the Danube Riv-

er.  

 

Larry Vifquain spent 14 days in Scotland, enjoying Edin-

burgh, the Highlands, and lots of islands.  He also visited a 

famous brewery which makes "Malt Whiskey", known to 

the rest of the world as "Scotch". 

 

Eric Linde, though a young 80, joined an Appalachian 

Mountain Club hike of Mt. Rainier, near Seattle.  (We 

hope the return walk was all downhill.) 

 

Howard Kendall had a sober / risqué vacation.  The sober 

part was visiting a 90+ uncle in the Nottingham area of 

England.  The risqué part was seeing a "girly show" at 

Paris' Moulin Rouge cabaret, where the ladies appear on 

stage without underwear.  A Paris transit strike (no busses 

or trains) was a return to reality. 

 

Seth Kaplan had two Tauck river cruises in France.  The 

first ended in Lyon.  Then, his party boarded a bullet train 

to the second cruise.  The latter ended in Normandy. 

 

Merrill Mack trained through the Soviet Republics, start-

ing with the Balkans and going east through various Cen-

tral Asian countries with names ending in "stan".  The trip 

used Russian equipment and personnel but was organized 

by the Golden Eagle British travel company. 

Minutes—Continued 

Emeritus Members 

Morton Brond 
Wayne Clemens* 

Barry David 

Karl Geiger 

John Kiladis,  

Frank Lyons* 
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Minutes—Continued 

 

Bob Malnati, who grew up in NYC (Staten Island), recent-

ly visited unusual old haunts (Grant's Tomb, the Cloisters, 

etc.) and enjoyed great Mexican food at an out-of-the-way 

Manhattan restaurant. 

 

 

Chris thanked the following members who helped with the 

arrangements for the meeting: 

 

Coffee - Rich Phillips 

 

Donuts from Stop n Shop - Ted Grenham   

 

Badges - Richard G. Smith 

 

Facilities - Mike Sheff, Jim Latimer, Fred Jungalwala 

 

Reporting on the Minutes - Bill Beebee 

 

Reporting on the Speaker - Al Cefalo 

 

Bulletin - Bob Diefenbacher, Koby Kobayashi, Stan Wulf, 

John McKinney 

 

Sound Equipment - Ron Riggert 

 

Microphone Handling - Nick Veeder 

 

Slide Show - Don Sherman 

 

Website - Ken Mattes, Richard B. Smith, Bill Thompson, 

Bob Diefenbacher, Al Persson 

 

Photographer - Art Phipps  

 

Members Support Help Line - Al Persson 

 

 

Announcements: 

 

Chris Hammer passed around a Bob Diefenbacher-

published hardcopy of the RMA presentation on enrolling 

new members. 

 

Chris invited all to a Memorial Lunch for Bill Metz, to be 

held at the Wayside Inn from 11:30 - 3:30 PM on October 

20.  Otherwise, four families (Levington, Lubash, Ives and 

Cullen) recently thanked the RMA for sending memorial 

contributions in honor of their relatives.  The first contribu-

tion was for Audrey, Dave Levington's wife.  See below 

for more information about the Cullen family. 

 

Chris said that the November Meeting will be on Friday, 

November 8.  The Speaker will be Julia Greene, the 

MassDEP Municipal Assistance Coordinator for the North-

east District 3.  She will talk about municipal waste reduc-

tion strategies. 

 

Our RMA is "descended from" an earlier RMA on which 

we are modelled.  It is the RMA of Greenwich, CT, which 

has 250 members.  Ray Atkins played a video of a march-

ing song written and performed by that CT group.  

 

Bob Malnati is doing a fine job of organizing the Annual 

Dinner Dance (Wed., 10/16 at 5 PM).  He said that due to 

late cancellations, 8 seats remain. 

 

Howard Kendall announced the upcoming RMA Discus-

sion Group for October.  Meeting on Halloween Afternoon 

(10/31), the topic will be "The Worldwide Climate Crisis - 

Indicators and Necessary Action".  As before, the location 

will be Conrad's, 120 Boston Post Rd. (Rt. 20) - east of the 

Landham Rd. intersection.  Anyone desiring e-mail notifi-

cations should contact Howard. 

 

Earlier, Doc Harrell had led 15 RMAers to the Heritage 

Museum, owned by the Collings Foundation and not far 

from their Stow facility.  Then, on Oct. 2, a Collings WW 

II B-17 crashed on a demonstration flight at Bradley Field, 

north of Hartford, CT, with 6 persons injured and 7 killed.  

The Meeting observed a time of silence in honor of these 

victims. 

 

Vital Statistics: 

 

Gerry Brody gave the birthdays and anniversaries for Oc-

tober.  The oldest birthday belongs to Dave Thielscher, 87.  

The oldest anniversaries are shared by Rick & Peg Dugan 

and Chris & Debby Jones, all married 61 years. 

 

Health of Members: 

 

Bill Ely said that the Mike Daniel family sent an apprecia-

tion letter to the RMA for our donation to the Alzheimer's 

Association in honor of Mike's late wife, Janet.  The Cul-

Continued on Page 5 



len family (noted by Chris Hammer, above) sent the RMA 

a letter of appreciation for our donation to the Unsung He-

roes Memorial Fund.   

 

Donald Soorian, a 20-year Raytheon veteran, recently 

passed away.   The RMA sent a memorial check to the 

Scandinavian Center in Don's honor. 

 

Humor: 

 

Harold Wilkinson told a series of "Senior Citizen" Jokes.   

 

One involved a senior who called 911 because he saw in-

truders stealing from his backyard shed.  The police said 

that they were too busy to respond.  Inspired, the senior 

called back saying that he had no more problems because 

he had just shot the intruders.  The police then came right 

away with a cruiser, a fire truck, and an ambulance. 

 

Another involved a senior who was caught for speeding.  

The arresting cop said "Why were you going so fast?  Did 

you not see the speed limit sign?"  The senior replied "Sure, 

I saw the sign.  What I did not see was you with your ra-

dar." 

 

Musical Vignette: 

 

Bill Ladoulis and Ken Watson entertained with two whim-

sical Henry Mancini movie songs.  The first, of the title 

"Days of Wine and Roses", was from the movie of the same 

name.  It dealt with alcoholism and starred Jack Lemon in 

his first non-comedy role.  The second, "Moon River", was 

from a happier Audrey Hepburn movie entitled "Breakfast 

at Tiffany's".   

 

ROMEO Lunch: 

 

Bob Malnati announced today’s lunch to be at the Oak 

Barrel Tavern, found by turning to the left from Landham 

Road onto the Boston Post Road (Rt. 20).  The street num-

ber is 528A, off the Road to the right in a strip mall.     
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Minutes—Continued 

Membership Presentation at RMA Meeting… 

Bob Diefenbacher presented some membership statistics and Ray Atkins distributed individual packets of membership 

material to encourage RMA members to invite potential members to meetings as guests, with the intention of their join-

ing the organization. (Packets will also be mailed to members not at the meeting.) 

 

Currently the RMA membership stands at 168, but a few years ago it had reached a maximum and potential members 

were placed on a waiting list. That is not so today. RMA members are asked to make a list of two or three men they 

might invite as a guest, and to bring the person to the first meeting where the guest is invited to introduce himself. 

 

Included in the packet is the “Be My Guest” card on which a member can write the date of the next meeting and gives 

the guest all the information needed to enjoy his time as a guest. See the card below. (More cards are available at the 

Guest sign-in table at each meeting.) 

 

FUN—FELLOWSHIP—FREE COFFEE 

GREAT SPEAKERS THAT CHALLENGE & INFORM 

INTERESTING VISITS TO NOTABLE AREA PLACES 

www.rmena.org 

RMA meets monthly at: 
First Baptist Church, 162 Landham Road 

Sudbury, MA 01776 

RMA Member 

Be My Guest 

Retired Men’s Association  

This Way  

to Adventure! 

of Boston/Metrowest Communities 

Meeting 10:00 am on: 

Directions 
on back 
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At the American Heritage Museum you explore America’s 

conflicts, beginning with the Revolutionary War to today.  

You’ll discover, and interact with, our heritage through the 

History, the national effort developing new technologies of 

warfare, and the Human Impact of America’s fight to pre-

serve the freedom we all hold dear. 

The American Heritage Museum is housed in a 65,000 + 

square foot building located at the Collings Foundation’s 

headquarters in Stow, Massachusetts. The concept of the 

American Heritage Museum began when the Foundation 

was selected to received the massive collection of tanks, 

armored vehicles and military artifacts from the family of 

Jacques M. Littlefield in 2013. 

Photos From October RMA Trip to American Heritage Museum 
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Anniversaries in October 

P AGE  7  C IGAR  BOX  BULLETIN  

Member Spouse Anniv. Yrs. 

Average Years Married—42 

Robert Johnson Katherine 10/02/2010 9 

Bruce Porter AnnMarie Lanza 10/01/2005 14 

Richard B. Smith Linda 10/12/1985 34 

Robert Fitzgerald Kathleen 10/01/1983 36 

Stanley Wulf Sharon 10/01/1983 36 

William Miniscalco Sarah Guilford 10/06/1979 40 

Paul Murphy Susan 10/11/1970 49 

John Kiladis Trish 10/12/1969 50 

Paul Reising Priscilla (Cilla) 10/19/1968 51 

Ed Gottmann Mary 10/28/1967 52 

Oscar Harrell, II Sophia 10/01/1960 59 

F. C. Dugan Peg 10/11/1958 61 

Christopher P. Jones Debby 10/25/1958 61 
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Birthdays in October 

 Member  Birthday  Age 

Average Age— 79 

Robert Lieberman 10/27/1951 68 

William  Kneeland 10/07/1944 75 

Brendan Egan 10/03/1943 76 

Paul Reising 10/07/1942 77 

James Fraser 10/19/1941 78 

William Johnson 10/07/1941 78 

James Latimer 10/27/1941 78 

Lou Petrovic 10/06/1940 79 

Harold Edelstein 10/26/1938 81 

Merrill Mack 10/17/1936 83 

F. C. Dugan 10/07/1933 86 

David R. Thielscher 10/10/1932 87 
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What is an EICR? 

EICR stands for Electrical Installation Condition Report and is a 

report on the condition of the wiring and fixed installations in a 

building, such as boilers and heated towel rails. 

 

Many people are unaware that wiring degenerates over time. This 

is probably because we never see it. Wiring is hidden away be-

hind walls and in ceilings, and although it is a critical part of the 

building, we don’t ever think about it. We switch on a lamp and 

the lamp lights up. We switch on the kettle and it boils the water. 

We switch on the cooker and it heats up and we cook our food. 

 

What we never, ever, think about is what it is that makes all those 

things happen, and even if we do consider it, we don’t worry 

about how the electricity gets to where we want it to be. And 

even if we did think about those things, 99% of us never consider 

that the wiring along which the electricity runs could possibly 

deteriorate. But the fact is that it can and does. The rate of deteri-

oration will depend on the frequency of use, the working environ-

ment, and the amount of maintenance carried out, if any. 

 

An EICR should be carried out on a regular basis in order to en-

sure the safety of the building and its’ occupants. There is no 

specific law about the frequency of testing, although there are 

several laws that deal with health and safety. Not the least of 

these is the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989. This states 

among other things, "As may be necessary to prevent danger, all 

systems shall be maintained so as to prevent, so far as is reasona-

bly practicable, such danger". The responsible person is required 

to maintain the electrical systems in good and safe working order. 

Obviously, the only way to know the condition of the electrical 

wiring is to have it tested by a qualified electrician. Once the 

system has been inspected the inspector will issue an EICR cer-

tificate. 

 

How can you test the wiring if you cannot see it? One answer is 

thermal imaging. The inspector will use a powerful infrared cam-

era which detects heat. Electric wiring and other parts that are 

damaged or showing some signs of damage will give off heat. 

The thermal imaging camera will pick these up and the inspector 

will be able to determine whether the wiring is giving off a wor-

rying amount of heat, and if it is will be able to tell what needs to 

be done. Thermal imaging doesn’t mean there is a need to switch 

off any power systems, so is ideal for premises where that cannot 

be done, such as in a hospital. 

 

How often should an EICR – also known as a fixed wire test – be 

carried out? In industrial establishments it is recommended that it 

be done every three years. In other commercial premises, every 

five years, and in domestic premises every ten. These are recom-

mendations: there is no specific law about them. The age of the 

property should also be taken into account, as if a property is 

older it becomes necessary to carry out an inspection more fre-

quently. 

 

There are some other things which affect the frequency of inspec-

tion. One of these is if the property has a heated swimming pool. 

This requires testing annually, but only the part relating to the 

pool itself. Environmental conditions can have an effect, and so 

can damage caused by, for example, vandalism. 

 

Another factor is change of use of the premises. In a domestic 

property this could be simply a change of occupant. It is highly 

recommended in rented premises that the electrical installation 

should be tested every time there is a change of tenant in order to 

ensure that the system is safe. Similarly, if you are purchasing a 

property you can request an EICR to be carried out so that you 

know the condition of the wiring and if any work needs to be 

carried out. An EICR certificate will point out any faults and 

highlight any remedial work that is necessary. 

 

Having an EICR carried out is not very expensive. You would 

have your boiler serviced every year, as well as your car, and an 

EICR makes just as much sense.  

Laugh Time... 

Reaching the end of a job interview, the Human Resources Officer asks a 
young engineer fresh out of a prestigious engineering college, "And what 
starting salary are you looking for?"  

The engineer replies, "In the region of $125,000 a year, depending on the 
benefits package."  

The interviewer inquires, "Well, what would you say to a package of five 
weeks vacation, 14 paid holidays, full medical and dental, company matching 
retirement fund to 50% of salary, and a company car leased every two years, 
say, a red Corvette?"  

The engineer sits up straight and says, "Wow! Are you kidding?"  

The interviewer replies, "Yeah, but you started it."  
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RMA Bulletin Board  

The Secret History of Toilets... 

Whilst it may not strike you as the most exciting of subjects, the history of toilets actually makes for some fairly interest-

ing reading. Indeed, we take for granted that we’ve got nice and clean loos to use wherever we go. This wasn’t always 

the case. 

 

When it comes to the first recorded use of toilets, historians generally agree that it was our Stone Age ancestors that used 

them. Well, perhaps the word ‘toilet’ is a bit of a stretch. It would be more accurate to describe them as cubicles inside of 

huts which had drains dug beneath them. Whilst this setup might not sound nearly as pleasant as the luxury bathrooms of 

the twenty first century, it served the very same purpose. 

 

When it came to "proper toilets", it was the Ancient Egyptians who were the first to innovate. With toilet seats made 

from limestone, the wealthy members of their society were comfortably looked after whilst poorer citizens had to make 

do with wooden stools above holes in the ground. 

 

The Indus Valley civilization were also attentive to nature’s call, building their streets around a grid pattern which ac-

commodated for the sewers which ran beneath them. They also figured out how to flush their loos with water to increase 

their overall cleanliness. 

 

Of course, the Romans are well known for their prowess in toilet innovation. Building public toilets and sticking sponges 

on the end of sticks, these ancient citizens clearly took great pride in keeping clean and orderly. 

 

Monks in the Middle Ages had a funny way of doing their business- they built chutes that ran into rivers and the sea to 

dispose of their sewage. Medieval castles were also a little unusual, with vertical shafts running the length of the building 

to allow waste to flow freely into the moats which surrounded them. 

 

In 1596, the inventor Sir John Harrington introduced the first flushing loo with its own cistern. It wasn’t a hit. No, people 

preferred to use their chamber pots for another hundred or so years. It wasn’t until Alexander Cumming and Joseph 

Bramah brought out better flushing toilets that they started to catch on. 

 

By the late 19th century, porcelain toilets pans were a fairly common sight. Featuring in the homes of the rich and shared 

by the poor, these functional loos ultimately made society a whole lot cleaner. 

 

Nowadays, clean and functional toilets can be found almost anywhere in the developed world. With many charities 

working together to bring more hygienic loos to third world countries, there’s hope that the history of the toilet will end 

with everyone having access to one.  

This history was brought to you by https://www.toilets.co.uk/  

Funny Bone Time: 
The French Government announced today that it is 
imposing a ban on the use of fireworks at Euro Dis-
ney.  The decision comes the day after a nightly 
fireworks display at the park, located just 30 miles 
outside of Paris, caused soldiers at a nearby French 
Army garrison to surrender to a group of Czech 
tourists.  

https://www.toilets.co.uk/
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THE BLACK MARKET 

People from the Barbados, in the Caribbean, founded South Carolina, in 1670. Sugar, the big money crop in the Carib-

bean, was grown on large plantations. Absentee landlords, whose primary interest in North America was the making of 

a profit, owned many of these plantations in the Caribbean. They imported black slaves to do the work. 

               
South Carolina was settled to grow food for the Caribbean and to get wood to make barrels. The low country of eastern 

South Carolina is very fertile, but it was also a malaria infested swamp. The high mortality rate associated with malaria 

soon became common knowledge, and whites refused to go there, especially in the summer. Blacks with the sickle cell 

trait have immunity to Malaria so they were able to live in this area during the summer or mosquito season. 

 

The climate and abundance of water made it a ideal place to grow rice. Rice and indigo became the important cash 

crops. The labor required for each occurs at opposite times of year making them an ideal combination. South Carolina's 

high profitability caused an increase in the need for laborers. Profits were so high that people borrowed money to buy 

slaves. Because of Angola's long history of growing rice, thousands of slaves from Angola were imported to South Car-

olina. These slaves were often warriors captured in tribal wars and sold to slavers. 

 

By 1700, 90% of the people who lived Eastern South Carolina were black. As a result, they 

had much greater autonomy than the slaves in the other colonies. Because they did not have 

regular overseers, a task-oriented system of labor developed. Each slave was given a task, 

and once they had completed it they were free to spend the remaining time as they wished. 

Slave owners also encouraged the slaves to grow their own food in order to eliminate the 

cost of feeding them. 

 

The slaves often grew more food then they 

ate, and sold the extra in the markets of 

Charleston. The large rebellion of Angolan slaves in 1739 caused pas-

sage of a series of new laws in 1740 restricting the movement of slaves in 

the hope of preventing future rebellions. For example, slaves now re-

quired a written pass to travel off the plantation. 

 

Black women formed a secret transportation system to get their goods to 

market. This system and the markets in Charleston where the goods were 

sold was called "The Black Market" 



The Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) has eight Municipal Assis-

tance Coordinators (MACs) who provide technical assistance on waste reduction and 

recycling. 

What should you recycle? 

How should it be recycled? Single Stream – What is that? 

What is happening to our world as everything becomes throw away? And much, much more. 

Most people are surprised to learn that recyclables are the single largest export commodity from the U.S. by weight. Un-

til January 2018, China was on the receiving end of approximately 12 million tons of baled scrap paper, plastics and 

cardboard that originated in homes, businesses and institutions throughout the U.S. Then the Chinese government imple-

mented its National Sword policy, which led to a seismic shift in the global secondary materials market. 

https://www.recyclesmartma.org 
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